{"id":3591,"date":"2021-09-09T16:07:04","date_gmt":"2021-09-09T16:07:04","guid":{"rendered":"https:\/\/pdf-civil-engineering.com\/?p=3591"},"modified":"2021-09-09T17:49:43","modified_gmt":"2021-09-09T17:49:43","slug":"biomimetics-in-architecture-architecture-of-life-and-buildings","status":"publish","type":"post","link":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/biomimetics-in-architecture-architecture-of-life-and-buildings\/","title":{"rendered":"BIOMIMETICS IN ARCHITECTURE &#8211; ARCHITECTURE OF LIFE AND BUILDINGS"},"content":{"rendered":"\n<h2 class=\"wp-block-heading\">1- INTRODUCTION<\/h2>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">The aim of the project biomimetics in architecture &#8211; architecture of life and buildings &#8211; is innovation in architecture. The purpose of investigating the areas common to architecture and biology is not to draw borders or make further distinctions, or even to declare architecture a living organism, but to clarify what is currently happening in the overlapping fields. The accumulation of knowledge of individual examples is less important than the investigation of the methodology of translating knowledge gained from nature into technical solutions. The objective is to employ biomimetics as a tool in architectural design. The fields in architecture where this is applicable and necessary are diverse. Innovation will help to solve current problems in architecture and environment, and new fields of architecture and design will be explored, e.g. space design.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">The strategic comparison with biological paradigms will help identify areas for innovation. Best of all, biomimetics in architecture will help develop a culture of active environmental design.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">This book entitled &#8220;Biomimetics in Architecture &#8211; Architecture of Life and Buildings&#8221; (Architekturbionik &#8211; die Architektur von Bauwerken und Lebewesen) gives a broad overview of overlapping areas in the fields of biology and architecture, investigating the field of what is called biomimetics in architecture (Architekturbionik).<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">A comprehensive comparative study of these overlapping areas has not yet been carried out. Numerous people have already delivered contributions to the connections between architecture and biology. Many such approaches have provided successful architectural developments.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Werner Nachtigall has compiled a vast collection of examples and made a heroic attempt to order the field of biomimetics as a whole. In his works &#8220;Baubionik&#8221;1 and &#8220;Vorbild Natur, Bionik-Design f\u00fcr funktionelles Gestalten&#8221;2 he concentrates on issues around design and building. Frei Otto and his group have tried to give architects and engineers a view on what he called &#8220;Nat\u00fcrliche Konstuktionen&#8221;3 and developed an experimental approach to natural design. Otto Patzelt has compared growing and building in &#8220;Wachsen und Bauen&#8221;.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">The Russian Juri S. Lebedew in the 1960s wrote the only comprehensive work done so far on &#8220;Architekturbionik&#8221;5. Recent developments in biomimetics in Germany and the UK occasionally touch architecture, but no comprehensive effort is being made.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">The new approach carried out here transfers the biological characteristics of life onto the built environment and thus architecture.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">In order to make the topic accessible to architects the basics of life sciences are presented, which cannot be omitted when dealing with nature and natural role models for design. An overview of the present state of research in the relatively young scientific field of biomimetics shows the potential of the approach.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Methods used for this investigation are diverse. Literature research, conference organisation and participation, and expert interviews were carried out.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Data for the case study about traditional architecture in Nias was collected in two field trips, with extensive architectural documentation and narrative interviews. The processing of the data was done with architectural and engineering tools. Students design projects in different intensities delivered examples for the biomimetic approach in architecture. Another case study in space architecture based on literature research and design studies in workshops was also carried out.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">The basic assumption of the research is that the study of the overlapping fields of biology and architecture will show innovative potential for architectural solutions.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">The important questions are: Can the combination of the biological characteristics of life and the built environment offer new solutions for more appropriate, more sustainable architectural designs?<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Can the new approach &#8211; searching for life&#8217;s criteria in architecture &#8211; provide a new view of architectural achievements and make visible innovative potential that has not yet been exploited?<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3 class=\"has-text-align-center wp-block-heading\">Why is it important to deal with architecture and biology?<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Growth of cultural landscape<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">At the beginning of 2007, 6.6 billon people are living on earth.6 Almost all of them live in cultural landscapes. We have managed to transform the natural environment to fit our needs in many respects. About half of the world&#8217;s population lives in densely populated urban areas. Built environment has replaced the former natural environment as<br>man&#8217;s &#8220;normal&#8221; surrounding.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Therefore the design of the built environment is becoming more and more important. Qualities that in former times could be found in nature have to be introduced into the artificial, cultural, or social, environment, in order to maintain quality of life and biodiversity.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Architecture is mainly concerned with the built part of our environment, but must also refer to spatial planning on a larger scale.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Environmental concern<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Together with the growth of the world&#8217;s population, the rapid development in technology and economy creates an enormous impact on the environment as a whole. The building industry&#8217;s, and thus architecture&#8217;s, share in the developments which are listed below are considerable:<\/p>\n\n\n\n<ul><li>Natural land loss and irreversible destruction of biodiversity<\/li><li>Exploitation of raw material<\/li><li>Extensive use of energy<\/li><li>Production of waste<\/li><li>Emissions into soil, water and air<\/li><\/ul>\n\n\n\n<p>Architecture has to adapt to environmental changes.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">If pollution continues, architecture will in the future have to provide shelter from a potentially hazardous future environment.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">The investigation of biology and natural processes makes architects aware of the ongoing processes and the influence they can achieve.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Technology<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Technological progress provides different means of planning and building, and has opened up opportunities, which allow a more generous interpretation of architecture in terms of functionality and mediation between humans and their environment. Current developments show an increase of life&#8217;s criteria being implemented into architectural projects.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">There seems to be a transition in architecture from providing unsophisticated shelter to a smart third skin for humans.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Sick building syndrome &#8211; sick environment syndrome<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">The discovery of the &#8220;Sick Building Syndrome&#8221; has led to intensive research and development in the sector of building automation and technology integration. The &#8220;Sick Environment Syndrome&#8221; has not yet been defined as a cause of illness, but their own concern will hopefully lead humans to pay more attention to ecology in the future.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Other future environments<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Both the expansion of civilisation on Earth and space technology have introduced new environments already dealt with by architecture. Until recently only functionality and materials were considered when designing for extremely hostile environments.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Once long duration missions are undertaken human factors have to be considered and these need to be answered by architectural means The different nature of space environments requires innovative architectural approaches, which will then influence architecture on earth.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Innovation<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>The only way to solve some of our building-related problems is through innovative solutions. Role models taken from nature, which have developed over many years can enhance innovation.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Criteria of life<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Life has been introduced into architecture discussion, but life itself evades precise definition. Criteria of life attempt to provide a definition of life that covers the whole of contemporary understanding of life in its many manifestations. Offering all possible starting points for comparison and transfer, the paradigm of life&#8217;s criteria is perfect for investigation of overlaps between biology and architecture.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<hr class=\"wp-block-separator has-text-color has-background has-luminous-vivid-amber-background-color has-luminous-vivid-amber-color is-style-wide\"\/>\n\n\n\n<!--nextpage-->\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Transfer of biological criteria of life to architecture &#8211; spin off<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">The transfer of biological criteria of life to architecture requires discussion of areas, where biology and architecture actually meet. Instead of staying in the centre of each discipline, the boundaries have to be explored &#8211; in order to find that these fields are not as distinct as they seem to be.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">The examination of the overlapping fields will hopefully result in further mutual understanding, convergence of disciplines and common action.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h2 class=\"wp-block-heading\">2- BACKGROUND<\/h2>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">For this interdisciplinary investigation it is necessary to define and describe the fields of both architecture and biology to provide the essential background.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3 class=\"wp-block-heading\">2.1 ARCHITECTURE<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>&#8220;[Architecture is] the art or practice of designing and constructing buildings\u2026<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>The complex or carefully designed structure of something&#8221;<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>The second definition taken from the New Oxford<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">American Dictionary already characterises the &#8220;nature&#8221; of architecture. The discipline that puts material or immaterial things in order is called architecture in many fields, not only in the classic architecture of building. There is a basic architecture in the design of life and organisms, and even in information technology we use the word architecture when describing the basic layout of computer programs.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>What is architecture? What is not architecture? About projects, constructions and structures<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Architecture is interpreted here as a widespread profession engaged in the design of the built environment. It includes design on all levels of scale, from urban and regional planning to small building projects. It is not exclusively referred to as &#8220;proper&#8221; architecture, which is designed by architects, but as a general term standing for the material structure that defines space and enables interaction.10 Architecture contains life. As Kaas Oosterhuis says, &#8220;architecture becomes the discipline of building transactions&#8221;: it is about to move beyond containing activity, taking an active role, not only influencing but interacting with living systems.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Making architecture is about making projects.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">&#8220;Project&#8221; has a wider meaning than a common intention or plan to do something. In architecture, projects are building tasks, which may already have been completed, or are still in &#8220;project phase&#8221; existing on paper (or encoded on hard disks), waiting for realisation, or having been already abandoned.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>The term does not refer to a specific size or scale.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">As innovation is the focus in this discussion, we will also take into account unbuilt projects, if they are important to illustrate developments in architecture.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Some unbuilt projects became very famous in architecture history as exemplary designs. Being unbuilt, and often described only roughly, these projects on one hand still provide space for vision, and on the other hand the basic idea is not yet spoiled and watered down by the needs of execution. Frederic Kiesler&#8217;s &#8220;Endless house&#8221;, for example, was never built, but served as a kind of asymptote for many other attempts at organic space. Buckminster Fuller&#8217;s visualisation of a transparent dome over Manhattan is tempting for anyone dealing with lightness in design, but still impossible to realise.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">The exactitude of expression is difficult to maintain in the process of application and execution, but this is also one of the big challenges in architecture.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Most interesting in the context of biological paradigms for architecture are projects which show a strong interrelation between form, function and structure or construction, so load bearing is a key function and will therefore be focused on.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">&#8220;Construction&#8221; and &#8220;structure&#8221; are commonly used for elements of architectural projects which have to fulfil tasks of load bearing. The differentiation between construction and structure is somehow connected to that of structure and material.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Following Jim Gordon: &#8220;Structures are made from materials and we shall talk about structures and materials; but in fact there is no clear-cut dividing line between a material and a structure.&#8221;12 In common use, a construction is something which has to be put together, typically a large element.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">The term structure is used in a more abstract notion, when we are talking about load bearing for example, but can as well be used for any important ordering element (which could be abstract), or a discernable pattern, even surface patterning.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">2.1.1 Which architectures are important in this context?<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>When focusing on development and progress, we have to think about tradition and technology as well as innovation and experiment. The architectural examples which will be used to illustrate the theoretical framework cover the gap between traditional building typologies that have developed over a long time and new designs that contain innovation of some kind. Many projects have come to be classic examples for their time or the technology they represent.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">So when considering an imaginary scale of innovation, the two extremes are interesting: the typologies, where innovation has almost come to an end in a long optimisation process, and the projects, advancing development and innovation.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Case studies performed by the author or done under her guidance will be used to explain specific aspects of a biomimetic approach to architecture in detail.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h2 class=\"wp-block-heading\">2.1.2 Categories of architecture<\/h2>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Only a small part of all built environment is designed by architects. Unfortunately, architects tend to restrict themselves to &#8220;proper architecture&#8221;, which confines their influence.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">There are many ways of categorising architecture in order to get a general idea of this huge field. We could use the scale of the project, the function of the building, the quality of the building, the region where we find it, the tradition or singularity, the construction method, the material used, the style, the date of building, and so on. All these categories overlap, and it is difficult to count or even estimate the number in each category. In the course of this discussion, &#8220;scale&#8221; will often be used for categorisation.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Difference in scale implies different boundary conditions and thus different planning and development processes. For this reason, the categories &#8220;urban design&#8221;, &#8220;building&#8221;, &#8220;process&#8221; and &#8220;material&#8221; will be used for a comparison with criteria of life, and will then be explained in more detail.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Other categories will be applied when needed.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">The most important aspect for categorisation when asking about innovation and progress is the innovativeness implemented in a project.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Quantification is not possible within the frame of this book. The categories&#8217; qualities are described and examples are mentioned. Figure 1 (opposite) shows architectural categories referring to a specific scale of innovation.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">&#8220;Architecture of provision&#8221; is the lowest possible stage and is not identified in the scheme. Shelters are made of whatever can be used and no formal planning process is used. Today, unplanned settlements and slum architecture exist predominantly in warmer climate zones. Out of necessity and pragmatism, traditional architecture typologies have developed in a long empirical optimisation process. Traditional building typologies differ according to environmental conditions: society, climate, landscape, resources, technological standard, historical development and other influences. These typologies form the base for further development. All architecture is based on tradition: historical building typologies which have evolved over a long time, and which slowly adapted to the changing environmental conditions of the time, although these conditions may no longer exist.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">The so-called &#8220;one-off projects&#8221; are singular phenomena in architecture. As the term says, their existence is a singular stroke of luck. The circumstances under which the implementation of such a project is possible include a visionary mind, the success of the technology being implemented, the necessary resources (ideally unlimited), excellent engineers, the support of the client as well as the support of society in terms of acceptance (building laws, political decisions). One-off projects are also well known by the general public, and judged by history. Few buildings become extraordinarily famous, e.g. the Centre Pompidou in Paris (Richard Rogers and Renzo Piano), Lloyds in London (Rogers) and the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank in Hong Kong (Norman Foster), the Cupola of the Reichstag in Berlin (Foster). Some of these also become public landmarks of design, symbolising countries or even continents, for example the Eiffel Tower or the Sydney Opera House. These buildings represent a high-tech approach of a global architectural style.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">The innovation realised in these projects makes them role models for many other exemplary and high-quality buildings. The inventions (architectural features which can not be patented or otherwise copyright protected) developed in the course of the generation of these projects inevitably spread and become general knowledge, to the resentment of one and the delight of the other designer. Many renowned architects experiment on this 1:1 level, using their building tasks to develop specific ideas and push industry ahead.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Between these extreme positions the large field of &#8220;standard architecture&#8221; exists. Standard architecture covers a wide range of quality from high to low standard. This mass building (housing, office buildings, industrial\u2026) is to only a small extent architect designed, and does not usually deliver outstanding experimental innovations.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<figure class=\"wp-block-image alignwide size-large\"><img loading=\"lazy\" decoding=\"async\" width=\"1024\" height=\"766\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-1024x766.jpg\" alt=\"\" class=\"wp-image-3602\" srcset=\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-1024x766.jpg 1024w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-300x224.jpg 300w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-768x574.jpg 768w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-150x112.jpg 150w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-450x337.jpg 450w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture.jpg 1079w\" sizes=\"(max-width: 1024px) 100vw, 1024px\" \/><figcaption>Fig.1 A rough categorisation of architecture, including the flow of information between fields. A frame in light grey indicates the sphere of activity of architects. The dashed frames indicate innovation<\/figcaption><\/figure>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Innovation achieved in this field concerns industrial economy, often conflicting with quality.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">A small section of individual buildings show outstanding innovative potential &#8211; isolated visionary phenomena, designed by individual house owners or small companies.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Apart from that, innovation that raises quality usually occurs only in the upper upper right segment of Figure 1. The information flow between these categories of architecture is mutual.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Innovation from other disciplines and new technologies influences architectural development and is integrated into one-off or exemplary projects. Information then spreads slowly down to standard buildings (e.g. point fixing in glass, fingerprint access control &#8211; features which are now common even in single family housing). Innovative architecture is in many cases also influenced by traditional typologies &#8211; it is known that many famous architects have travelled extensively and studied traditional buildings typologies.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Occasionally, information of the individual section is taken up and spread into other fields. This is especially interesting, as these outsiders&#8217; achievements are often based on and integrated into a local environment.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Small field: experimental architectural research<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Experimenting with building tasks is the usual way for developing new solutions, but makes life hard for architects, companies and clients. Only small steps can be taken, and any innovation has to comply with specific building regulations, still provide security and functionality for the users, must have the same quality as the standard solution, and must not require extra resources. The planning costs for the design innovation are usually not calculated &#8211; the architect or designer and the building companies have to cope with this &#8220;loss&#8221; and all the dangers which a new solution may bring.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Strategic experimental research would require a platform free from the restricting 1:1 condition. Due to the lack of interest and funding, experimental design research is done by very few people and organisations. It is usually done at universities in the course of design programs, diploma and dissertation projects. Research bodies are funded if either the pressure to find new solutions is high enough to provide the necessary resources, or if economic success is expected in the near future.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">2.1.3 Where biomimetics comes into play<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>The connection between architecture and biology and the starting points for biomimetics in architecture are in the design of projects, where innovation is needed, especially in cases like these:<\/p>\n\n\n\n<ul><li>Design of architecture for new environments<\/li><li>Solutions for new challenges have to be found, based on role models provided by nature<\/li><li>Investigation of optimised and adapted building traditions informs modern architecture<\/li><li>Better relationship between architecture and living organisms<\/li><li>Better relationship between architecture and the environment<\/li><li>Better quality of life<\/li><li>Better design of the cultural environment<\/li><\/ul>\n\n\n\n<p>New challenges always push the boundaries: in the case of architecture it is the discussion about environmental issues (climate change, energy and resources, ecology and sustainability) and the need to cope with new environments which will shape the architecture of the 21st century with the help of nature&#8217;s role models.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h2 class=\"wp-block-heading\">2.1.4 The many levels of a project<\/h2>\n\n\n\n<p>An architectural project is designed to fit many different and often conflicting requirements. The ultimate demand is to provide sheltered space for the user&#8217;s activities.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>However, other than basic functional levels of design are not limited to: external and internal circulation, the relationship between privacy and public access, visibility and transparency, construction and material, colour, light and surfaces, supply systems and infrastructure, building physics and building services, detailing, intangible things like general idea, abstract concept, geometric order, aesthetic concept, style, significance of the building to its surroundings, functional and aesthetic relationships to the environment including flows of energy and matter, urban and regional planning issues, ecological issues\u2026<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>The architect&#8217;s task is the integration of all these levels in the final project. The value that the designer attributes to the different topics and the relative importance of the topics for the final project is part of the freedom of design and the individual approach to architecture in general. The significance of the topics considered and their relative importance for the given task is not always decided consciously, but chosen through personal intuition, and they may be ousted by the complexity of project development.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>The factors responsible for the project&#8217;s final &#8220;identity&#8221; can differ widely. And wide is the field of application of any novel idea &#8211; from highly detailed items to large urban structures.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>The quality of the final project is also defined by the quality of investigation conducted in the important stages of design.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">2.1.5 Quality in architecture<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>The question of architectural quality is a complex and difficult one. To judge seriously the overall quality, for example of a building, all the levels of design mentioned above would have to be evaluated and compared. The assumption that architecture projects can be compared requires a more or less linear scaling, and the existence of a &#8220;best design&#8221;.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Considering the difference in levels of design and the difficulty of assessment of aesthetic values, this is not possible. A holistic evaluation would, on the other hand, imply an agreed value and defined relationship of all parameters that can be measured. Thus, overall quality is not measurable, and this may be the reason why evaluation of architectural projects is not at all taken for granted.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>But specific qualities are very well measurable. For instance, energy processing of buildings is a serious current issue, as is the amount of embodied energy in building materials. Measuring is not limited to the world of matter and energy, but is also possible for activity and intangible parameters. The space syntax theory of Bill Hillier, for example, measures the value of &#8220;integration&#8221;, which expresses a kind of urban importance of a space.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Summing up, it can be said that evaluation in architecture is not routine at all, and that even simple checks (e.g. the assessment of the internal circulation of a building) are not often carried out, so that consistent quality enhancement usually does not exist. Another reason for this is the individuality of architecture projects in contrast to product design in industry, where high quantities justifies the implementation of quality control.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>For these reasons, it is generally the market size that decides on quality, and the criteria remain largely unexplored. The measured parameter is market price per m2, which provides no information about resources and energy, nor about architectural quality.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<figure class=\"wp-block-image alignwide size-full\"><img loading=\"lazy\" decoding=\"async\" width=\"693\" height=\"473\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-1.jpg\" alt=\"\" class=\"wp-image-3604\" srcset=\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-1.jpg 693w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-1-300x205.jpg 300w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-1-150x102.jpg 150w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-1-450x307.jpg 450w\" sizes=\"(max-width: 693px) 100vw, 693px\" \/><figcaption>Fig.2 Motorbike covered with fake fur, Vienna 2005.<\/figcaption><\/figure>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">2.1.6 Innovation and expectation<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>Expectation is a key to occupant satisfaction. The image of architecture in the user&#8217;s mind settles his interpretation of space and potentials of activity.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Obviously, unexpected events are not likely to be appreciated (e.g. malfunction, disorientation because of unclear spatial relationships), but slow change is. The capacity of humans to deal with new situations is amazing, but doing so costs time and energy. Relying on the well-known makes the day-to-day routine (and advancement in many other fields) possible, but palls at the same time. The happy medium has to be found &#8211; introduce the new and unexpected, but not too much at a time, so that people have a chance to change their minds.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>There are solutions in architectural design which have proved to work out very well. Here the introduction of novel ideas would lead to a decrease in quality. Nonetheless many architects continue to reinvent the wheel.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Satisfaction of users is crucial to the success of architecture as a discipline, which creates, forms and organises people&#8217;s lives. The lack of connections between planners and users leads to continuing misinterpretations. On the other hand, integration of users into the planning process can be very difficult in terms of decision-making, time and therefore cost (regardless of the fact that the user&#8217;s opinion does by no means guarantee satisfaction). As a matter of fact any field that can reasonably be influenced by the future user&#8217;s wishes has to be defined clearly, as well as those fields where future users will have no say. The distinction relates to hierarchical levels in design, which will be explained later.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<hr class=\"wp-block-separator has-text-color has-background has-luminous-vivid-amber-background-color has-luminous-vivid-amber-color is-style-wide\"\/>\n\n\n\n<!--nextpage-->\n\n\n\n<h3 class=\"wp-block-heading\">2.2 BIONICS [BIONIK] BIOMIMETICS<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">2.2.1 Terms, definitions and related fields<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>The terms bionics, bionik and biomimetics<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>According to Werner Nachtigall, the German-language term Bionik originally comes from the<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>English word &#8220;bionics&#8221;, which was coined by the US Air Force Major J.E. Steele at a conference entitled &#8220;Bionics Symposium: Living prototypes \u2013 the key to new technology&#8221; in 1960, supposedly as a combination of the words &#8220;biology&#8221; and &#8220;technics&#8221; or &#8220;electronics&#8221;.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>In German, the term &#8220;Bionik&#8221; has found a very expressive reinterpretation in the first and last syllables of the words Biologie [biology] and Technik [technology].<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>The term bionics [Bionik]: a combination of two terms: biology, the science of life.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>technology, the constructive creation of products, devices and processes by using the materials and forces of nature, taking into account the laws of nature.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<div class=\"wp-block-image\"><figure class=\"alignleft size-full\"><img loading=\"lazy\" decoding=\"async\" width=\"548\" height=\"423\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-2.jpg\" alt=\"\" class=\"wp-image-3605\" srcset=\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-2.jpg 548w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-2-300x232.jpg 300w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-2-150x116.jpg 150w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-2-450x347.jpg 450w\" sizes=\"(max-width: 548px) 100vw, 548px\" \/><figcaption>Fig.3 Diagram explaining the relationship between bionik (bionics) and technical biology, nature (left) and technology (right), Werner Nachtigall, translation by the author.<\/figcaption><\/figure><\/div>\n\n\n\n<p>The term &#8220;bionics&#8221; nowadays has a narrow definition: robotics and replacement or enhancement of living matter, tissue, body parts and organs with mechanical versions. In the English-speaking world, the term &#8220;biomimetics&#8221; has appeared as equivalent to the German &#8220;Bionik&#8221; and is commonly used. Otto Schmidt coined this term in the 1950s.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>As the part &#8220;mimetic&#8221; suggests a mimicking of nature, the term is controversial. Recently, &#8220;Bioinspiration&#8221; has been used more often in the same context, but seems to be too general to prevail.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Another solution for the continuing terminology discussion is to also use the term &#8220;bionik&#8221; in English.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>In the following, the three terms bionics, bionik and biomimetics will be used synonymously.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Interpretation<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>&#8220;Technical biology means &#8216;understanding nature with the help of technology&#8217;. Bionics means &#8216;learning from nature for the sake of technology&#8217;.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Neither perspective is trivial. They consciously transcend the disciplinary boundaries and do not involve the exclusion or rejection of knowledge.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>They hold the merging of biology and technology to be essential, but are conscious of their respective methodological peculiarities and of the limits on an integrated view.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Technical biology is devoted to uncovering a small sector of the realm of the unknown. This is an independent civilizational and cultural task, like all basic scientific research.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Bionics takes the results and renders them useful. This is a practical necessity of our times.&#8221;<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Quoting Max Planck: &#8220;Application must be preceded by knowledge&#8221;; Werner Nachtigall presents the disciplines of Bionik and Technical Biology as antipodes:<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>&#8220;Technical biology\u2026 examines and describes constructions and processes of nature in light of the analyses and descriptive methods of physics and technology\u2026 is basic research, a task of civilization and culture\u2026<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Bionics\u2026 combs the thicket of nature&#8217;s constructions and processes in search of inspiration for independent technological creation\u2026 is a practical necessity&#8221;<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Both disciplines complement each other in the cycle of continuing scientific technical development and progress.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>The following definition of the term &#8220;bionik&#8221; was agreed in 1993 at a meeting of The Association of German Engineers (VDI), and extended by Werner Nachtigall in 1998:<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>&#8220;As a scientific discipline, bionics deals systematically with the technical execution and implementation of constructions, processes and developmental principles of biological systems. This also includes various forms of interaction between living and non-living elements and systems.&#8221;<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Less complicated definitions are also used in Germany and the UK for communicating what the young discipline is about. On the website of the German Biokon network, Bionik is defined as &#8220;Decoding of &#8216;inventions of animate nature&#8217; and their innovative implementation in technology&#8221; and the Centre for Biomimetics at the University of Reading defines Biomimetics simply as &#8220;the abstraction of good design from nature.&#8221; Bionik and biomimetics both are defined as activities, taking information from the field of biology (or nature in general) to technology.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Function, form and structure<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Transfers from living nature make sense because natural models have come into being through the process of evolution, subjected to many and various conditions. They therefore represent extremely complex solutions, and their translation is not merely a matter of form.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Frei Otto wrote about natural and technical constructions:<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>&#8220;Constructions possess a shape or (geometrical) form and an inner structure. Form and structure come into being by way of a common developmental process, depending on physical and chemical laws or human creative power.&#8221;<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Juri Lebedew stated, &#8220;In nature, the principle of integration of function+form+structure is effective, and is adapted to the existence and interrelation with the environment.&#8221;<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>The existing object always embodies both process and result. The integrity of form, structure and function in nature makes purely morphological translations worthless.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Optimisation<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>&#8220;It is said again and again that nature &#8216;optimizes&#8217; everything, and bionics is on a constant search for specific optima. The concept of &#8216;optimum&#8217; in nature and how it may resemble \u2013 or differ from \u2013 the same concept in business and technology is a subject of fundamental inquiry.&#8221;<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>The statement of Werner Nachtigall introduces the discussion about the fundamental differences between otpimisation in nature and in technological environments.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">&#8220;In both of these fields, optima can usually be arrived at via mathematical optimisation computations\u2026 In biology, the complexity of the influencing factors and optimisation criteria is usually too great to formulate a definite objective function.&#8221;<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>In contrast to biology, optimisation of technological structures can be carried out, nowadays also with help of design tools based on evolutionary strategy, as is presented in the example of the optimisation of a cantilevering framed truss.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<div class=\"wp-block-image\"><figure class=\"alignright size-full\"><img loading=\"lazy\" decoding=\"async\" width=\"450\" height=\"596\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-4.jpg\" alt=\"\" class=\"wp-image-3606\" srcset=\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-4.jpg 450w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-4-227x300.jpg 227w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-4-150x199.jpg 150w\" sizes=\"(max-width: 450px) 100vw, 450px\" \/><figcaption><br>Fig.4 Optimisation of a framed structure: A Nonoptimised<br>framed structure \u2013 initial form, B Final form,<br>optimised for defined conditions.<\/figcaption><\/figure><\/div>\n\n\n\n<p>The expressions &#8220;nature designs&#8221; and &#8220;nature optimises&#8221; personalise nature, but nature possesses neither a creative mind nor the ability to perform creation, and nature has no interest.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>&#8220;\u2026Evolution is as value-free as the dance of Shiva, where all beauty and ugliness, creation and destruction are expressed or compressed into one complex symmetrical pathway\u2026<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>The fascinating cases of adaptation that make nature appear so clever, so ingenious, may also be early steps toward pathology and overspecialisation.&#8221;<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>The natural processes that lead to this apparent perfection will be described later.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>In fact time-variable environmental conditions, animate and inanimate, mainly trigger the optimisation development of organisms. The frame of reference, which is important for the existence and survival of specific organisms, is not known in detail. Statements about optimisation with regard to specific conditions are assumptions, which often<br>enough prove to be right, but optimisation in an absolute sense does not exist.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>In technology the framing for optimisation processes is also very specific and the outcome highly dependent on the starting design. Any mistake in the framing or a bad starting design renders the optimisation process worthless.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>This is valid also for architecture: setting the right frame for a decision is perhaps one of the most important tasks in design.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Moreover, the environmental conditions in nature are changing continuously. Therefore adaptation is an ongoing process, on ontogenetic as well as phylogenetic level.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Optimisation in nature is transient, depending on dynamic circumstances, which are changing in space and time.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Overview of subfields<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>The field of bionics is so young that the establishment of more specific subfields is nowhere near being concluded. The following more detailed classification offers a cursory survey of the current state of research, and can by no means be regarded as complete.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>All examples that can be found for bionics can be allocated to three broad, general subfields, which are according to Nachtigall further differentiated into subfields.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Structural bionics<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>Nature&#8217;s constructions, structures, materials<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p><strong>Procedural bionics<\/strong><\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Nature&#8217;s procedures or processes<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p><strong>Informational bionics<\/strong><\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Principles of development, evolution and information transfer<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p><strong>Detailed subfields<\/strong><br>&#8220;Structures bionics [Strukturbionik] (material bionics)<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Biological structural elements, materials and surfaces.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p><strong>Device bionics<\/strong><\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Development of usable overall constructions.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Structural bionics [Konstruktionsbionik]\n\n\n\n<p>Biological constructions, closely related to above structural and device bionics.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Anthropobionics (bionic robotics, bionic prosthetics)<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Issues of human\/machine interaction, ergonomics.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Construction bionics [Baubionik]\n\n\n\n<p>Light constructions occurring in nature, cable constructions, membranes and shells, transformable constructions, leaf overlays, use of surfaces, etc.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Climate bionics (energy bionics) Passive ventilation concepts, cooling and heating.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p><strong>Sensory bionics<\/strong><\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Detection and processing of physical and chemical stimulation, location and orientation within an environment.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Locomotion bionics (bionic kinematics and dynamics) Walking, swimming and flying as primary forms of movement. Interaction with the surrounding medium.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p><strong>Neurobionics<\/strong><\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Data analysis and information processing.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p><strong>Evolutionary bionics<\/strong><\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Evolution techniques and evolution strategies, made useful for technology.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p><strong>Process bionics<\/strong><\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Photosynthesis, hydrogen technology, recycling.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p><strong>Organizational bionics<\/strong><\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Complex relationships of biological systems&#8221;<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>The distinction between the subfields suggested by Nachtigall seems to be academic, but is still the most comprehensive effort to order the field.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>As different categories are used, many examples can be allocated to more than one subfield. The subfields represent merely different emphases, but the differentiation implies that the field of bionics will be increasingly important. In some disciplines bionic approaches are already integrated in industry.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Some of the subfields are especially interesting for architecture: structural, climate, construction, locomotion and evolutionary bionics are promising<br>fields.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>For architecture as a whole, the expressions of &#8220;biomimetics in architecture&#8221; or &#8220;Architekturbionik&#8221; includes and transcends what Nachtigall calls &#8220;Construction bionics&#8221; [Baubionik].<\/p>\n\n\n\n<hr class=\"wp-block-separator has-text-color has-background has-luminous-vivid-amber-background-color has-luminous-vivid-amber-color is-style-wide\"\/>\n\n\n\n<!--nextpage-->\n\n\n\n<h2 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Definitions<\/h2>\n\n\n\n<p>Other terms occurring in conjunction with bionics:<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Biomimicry<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>Coined by a US group around Janine Benyus, is about using the genius of nature to develop innovation.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>The holistic approach includes ecological design as well as interest in technological innovation.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Bioinspiration<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>Is the most general expression for the design inspired by natural role models, including all levels of abstraction, also purely morphological interpretations.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Biomorphology<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>Is the science of construction and of the organisation of living things and their components \u2013 organs, tissue and cells.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Structural morphology<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>Refers to functional design in technology and functional anatomy in biology.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h2 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Micromorphology<\/h2>\n\n\n\n<p>Examines and describes the form of microscopic objects and represents a treasure trove of functional forms.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Biomechanics<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>Is the application of physical laws of mechanics to examinations of natural objects.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Biophysics<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>Examines and describes biological objects with the terms and methods of physics.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3 class=\"wp-block-heading\">Biotechnology<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>Explores biological objects using technical methods.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Recently the notion has shifted towards technologies using organisms for production purposes in biochemistry, e.g. enzymes, drugs and pharmaceuticals. Biotechnology is also related to genetically modified organisms.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<div class=\"wp-block-image\"><figure class=\"alignright size-full\"><img loading=\"lazy\" decoding=\"async\" width=\"485\" height=\"672\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-3.jpg\" alt=\"\" class=\"wp-image-3607\" srcset=\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-3.jpg 485w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-3-217x300.jpg 217w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-3-150x208.jpg 150w, https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/Biomimetics-in-Architecture-3-450x624.jpg 450w\" sizes=\"(max-width: 485px) 100vw, 485px\" \/><figcaption>Fig.5 Leonardo da Vinci&#8217;s studies on birds flight.<\/figcaption><\/figure><\/div>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">2.2.2 Historical background and development of bionik<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p class=\"has-text-align-justify\">Researchers and scholars who have used biological role models for their work can be found very early in history. A good example is the historical development of human flight, a challenge which had occupied researchers and inventors for centuries, where a wide range of role models from nature were taken into consideration. Flight and plants as role models will serve as examples to illustrate the historical development of a discipline which is committed to learn from nature. Werner Nachtigall has contributed to the investigation of the historical background of bionics and to current developments in his extensive compilation &#8220;Bionik &#8211; Grundlagen und Beispiele f\u00fcr Ingenieure und Naturwissenschaftler&#8221;.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3 class=\"has-text-align-center has-luminous-vivid-amber-color has-black-background-color has-text-color has-background wp-block-heading\">&#8211; CONTENT &#8211;<\/h3>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">1- Introduction<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">2- Background<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>2.1 Architecture<br>2.2 Bionics [Bionik] Biomimetics<br>2.3 Transfer and methods<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">3- Classical approaches to investigate overlaps between biology and architecture<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>3.1 Relationship between nature and architecture<br>3.2 &#8220;Natural construction&#8221;<br>3.3 Nature&#8217;s design principles<br>3.4 Parallels, differences and synergies between design in nature and in architecture<br>3.5 Biomimetics in construction and architecture<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">4- New approaches and application of biology&#8217;s life criteria on architecture<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>4.1 Life, biology<br>4.2 Architectural interpretation of life criteria<br>4.3 Comments and hitherto unexplored fields<br>4.4 A living architecture<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">5- Case studies<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>5.1 Adaptation and evolution of traditional architecture on Nias Island<br>5.2 Transformation Architecture<br>5.3 Lunar Exploration Architecture<br>5.4 Biomimetic Design Proposals<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">6- Discussion<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>6.1 Transfer strategies and methods<br>6.2 Suggestions<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"wp-block-heading\">7-  Appendix<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<p>7.1 Literature<br>7.2 Figures and Photography<\/p>\n\n\n\n<hr class=\"wp-block-separator has-text-color has-background has-luminous-vivid-amber-background-color has-luminous-vivid-amber-color is-style-wide\"\/>\n\n\n\n<!--nextpage-->\n\n\n\n<hr class=\"wp-block-separator has-text-color has-background has-luminous-vivid-amber-background-color has-luminous-vivid-amber-color is-style-wide\"\/>\n\n\n\n<h4 class=\"background-color : #ffdc4d; has-luminous-vivid-amber-color has-text-color wp-block-heading\">Preview of the document online<\/h4>\n\n\n\n<hr class=\"wp-block-separator has-text-color has-background has-luminous-vivid-amber-background-color has-luminous-vivid-amber-color is-style-wide\"\/>\n\n\n\n<div class=\"wp-block-group has-black-background-color has-background is-layout-flow wp-block-group-is-layout-flow\"><div class=\"wp-block-group__inner-container\">\n<div style=\"left: 0; width: 100%; height: 0; position: relative; padding-bottom: 141.4214%;\"><iframe src=\"https:\/\/drive.google.com\/file\/d\/1L48_tMXZEVcvZJSUmS1PoxkOghrtmpNe\/preview?usp=embed_googleplus\" style=\"border: 0; top: 0; left: 0; width: 100%; height: 100%; position: absolute;\" allowfullscreen=\"\"><\/iframe><\/div>\n<\/div><\/div>\n\n\n\n<hr class=\"wp-block-separator has-text-color has-background has-luminous-vivid-amber-background-color has-luminous-vivid-amber-color is-style-wide\"\/>\n\n\n\n<h5 class=\"has-text-align-center wp-block-heading\">Download the ebook for free<\/h5>\n\n\n<div class=\"su-button-center\"><a href=\"https:\/\/drive.google.com\/uc?export=download&#038;id=1L48_tMXZEVcvZJSUmS1PoxkOghrtmpNe\" class=\"su-button su-button-style-3d su-button-wide\" style=\"color:#000000;background-color:#ffdc4d;border-color:#ccb03e;border-radius:8px;-moz-border-radius:8px;-webkit-border-radius:8px\" target=\"_blank\" rel=\"nofollow\" title=\"Essential Engineering Mathematics\" download=\"Essential Engineering Mathematics\"><span style=\"color:#000000;padding:7px 22px;font-size:17px;line-height:26px;border-color:#ffe783;border-radius:8px;-moz-border-radius:8px;-webkit-border-radius:8px;text-shadow:0px 0px 0px #000000;-moz-text-shadow:0px 0px 0px #000000;-webkit-text-shadow:0px 0px 0px #000000\"><i class=\"sui sui-download\" style=\"font-size:17px;color:#040404\"><\/i> Download the file<\/span><\/a><\/div>\n\n\n\n<hr class=\"wp-block-separator has-text-color has-background has-luminous-vivid-amber-background-color has-luminous-vivid-amber-color is-style-wide\"\/>\n\n\n\n<p><\/p>\n","protected":false},"excerpt":{"rendered":"<p>The aim of the project biomimetics in architecture &#8211; architecture of life and buildings &#8211; is innovation in architecture<\/p>\n","protected":false},"author":3,"featured_media":3592,"comment_status":"open","ping_status":"open","sticky":false,"template":"","format":"standard","meta":{"footnotes":"","jetpack_publicize_message":"","jetpack_publicize_feature_enabled":true,"jetpack_social_post_already_shared":true,"jetpack_social_options":{"image_generator_settings":{"template":"highway","enabled":false}}},"categories":[30,28],"tags":[],"jetpack_publicize_connections":[],"yoast_head":"<!-- This site is optimized with the Yoast SEO plugin v22.1 - https:\/\/yoast.com\/wordpress\/plugins\/seo\/ -->\n<title>BIOMIMETICS IN ARCHITECTURE - ARCHITECTURE OF LIFE AND BUILDINGS - Civil Engineering Library<\/title>\n<meta name=\"description\" content=\"The aim of the project biomimetics in architecture - architecture of life and buildings - is innovation in architecture\" \/>\n<meta name=\"robots\" content=\"index, follow, max-snippet:-1, max-image-preview:large, max-video-preview:-1\" \/>\n<link rel=\"canonical\" href=\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/biomimetics-in-architecture-architecture-of-life-and-buildings\/\" \/>\n<link rel=\"next\" href=\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/biomimetics-in-architecture-architecture-of-life-and-buildings\/2\/\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:locale\" content=\"en_US\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:type\" content=\"article\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:title\" content=\"BIOMIMETICS IN ARCHITECTURE - ARCHITECTURE OF LIFE AND BUILDINGS - Civil Engineering Library\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:description\" content=\"The aim of the project biomimetics in architecture - architecture of life and buildings - is innovation in architecture\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:url\" content=\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/biomimetics-in-architecture-architecture-of-life-and-buildings\/\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:site_name\" content=\"Civil Engineering Library\" \/>\n<meta property=\"article:publisher\" content=\"https:\/\/web.facebook.com\/PDF-CIVIL-Engineering-100312894715077\" \/>\n<meta property=\"article:published_time\" content=\"2021-09-09T16:07:04+00:00\" \/>\n<meta property=\"article:modified_time\" content=\"2021-09-09T17:49:43+00:00\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:image\" content=\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/BIOMIMETICS-IN-ARCHITECTURE-ARCHITECTURE-OF-LIFE-AND-BUILDINGS.jpg\" \/>\n\t<meta property=\"og:image:width\" content=\"1281\" \/>\n\t<meta property=\"og:image:height\" content=\"1813\" \/>\n\t<meta property=\"og:image:type\" content=\"image\/jpeg\" \/>\n<meta name=\"author\" content=\"Thomas Grant\" \/>\n<meta name=\"twitter:card\" content=\"summary_large_image\" \/>\n<meta name=\"twitter:label1\" content=\"Written by\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:data1\" content=\"Thomas Grant\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:label2\" content=\"Est. reading time\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:data2\" content=\"27 minutes\" \/>\n<script type=\"application\/ld+json\" class=\"yoast-schema-graph\">{\"@context\":\"https:\/\/schema.org\",\"@graph\":[{\"@type\":\"WebPage\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/biomimetics-in-architecture-architecture-of-life-and-buildings\/\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/biomimetics-in-architecture-architecture-of-life-and-buildings\/\",\"name\":\"BIOMIMETICS IN ARCHITECTURE - ARCHITECTURE OF LIFE AND BUILDINGS - Civil Engineering Library\",\"isPartOf\":{\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/#website\"},\"datePublished\":\"2021-09-09T16:07:04+00:00\",\"dateModified\":\"2021-09-09T17:49:43+00:00\",\"author\":{\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/#\/schema\/person\/d91ca49036e8edd25ffee9b84892511b\"},\"description\":\"The aim of the project biomimetics in architecture - architecture of life and buildings - is innovation in architecture\",\"inLanguage\":\"en-US\",\"potentialAction\":[{\"@type\":\"ReadAction\",\"target\":[\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/biomimetics-in-architecture-architecture-of-life-and-buildings\/\"]}]},{\"@type\":\"WebSite\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/#website\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/\",\"name\":\"Civil Engineering Library\",\"description\":\"Download free book of Civil Engineering\",\"potentialAction\":[{\"@type\":\"SearchAction\",\"target\":{\"@type\":\"EntryPoint\",\"urlTemplate\":\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/?s={search_term_string}\"},\"query-input\":\"required name=search_term_string\"}],\"inLanguage\":\"en-US\"},{\"@type\":\"Person\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/#\/schema\/person\/d91ca49036e8edd25ffee9b84892511b\",\"name\":\"Thomas Grant\",\"image\":{\"@type\":\"ImageObject\",\"inLanguage\":\"en-US\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/#\/schema\/person\/image\/\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/b6b4c25ef7df2c247c6ee98476e2cdbe?s=96&d=wp_user_avatar&r=g\",\"contentUrl\":\"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/b6b4c25ef7df2c247c6ee98476e2cdbe?s=96&d=wp_user_avatar&r=g\",\"caption\":\"Thomas Grant\"},\"description\":\"Iam a civil engineer I share on this blog the news concerning construction\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/author\/thomas-grant\/\"}]}<\/script>\n<!-- \/ Yoast SEO plugin. -->","yoast_head_json":{"title":"BIOMIMETICS IN ARCHITECTURE - ARCHITECTURE OF LIFE AND BUILDINGS - Civil Engineering Library","description":"The aim of the project biomimetics in architecture - architecture of life and buildings - is innovation in architecture","robots":{"index":"index","follow":"follow","max-snippet":"max-snippet:-1","max-image-preview":"max-image-preview:large","max-video-preview":"max-video-preview:-1"},"canonical":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/biomimetics-in-architecture-architecture-of-life-and-buildings\/","next":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/biomimetics-in-architecture-architecture-of-life-and-buildings\/2\/","og_locale":"en_US","og_type":"article","og_title":"BIOMIMETICS IN ARCHITECTURE - ARCHITECTURE OF LIFE AND BUILDINGS - Civil Engineering Library","og_description":"The aim of the project biomimetics in architecture - architecture of life and buildings - is innovation in architecture","og_url":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/biomimetics-in-architecture-architecture-of-life-and-buildings\/","og_site_name":"Civil Engineering Library","article_publisher":"https:\/\/web.facebook.com\/PDF-CIVIL-Engineering-100312894715077","article_published_time":"2021-09-09T16:07:04+00:00","article_modified_time":"2021-09-09T17:49:43+00:00","og_image":[{"width":1281,"height":1813,"url":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/BIOMIMETICS-IN-ARCHITECTURE-ARCHITECTURE-OF-LIFE-AND-BUILDINGS.jpg","type":"image\/jpeg"}],"author":"Thomas Grant","twitter_card":"summary_large_image","twitter_misc":{"Written by":"Thomas Grant","Est. reading time":"27 minutes"},"schema":{"@context":"https:\/\/schema.org","@graph":[{"@type":"WebPage","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/biomimetics-in-architecture-architecture-of-life-and-buildings\/","url":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/biomimetics-in-architecture-architecture-of-life-and-buildings\/","name":"BIOMIMETICS IN ARCHITECTURE - ARCHITECTURE OF LIFE AND BUILDINGS - Civil Engineering Library","isPartOf":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/#website"},"datePublished":"2021-09-09T16:07:04+00:00","dateModified":"2021-09-09T17:49:43+00:00","author":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/#\/schema\/person\/d91ca49036e8edd25ffee9b84892511b"},"description":"The aim of the project biomimetics in architecture - architecture of life and buildings - is innovation in architecture","inLanguage":"en-US","potentialAction":[{"@type":"ReadAction","target":["https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/biomimetics-in-architecture-architecture-of-life-and-buildings\/"]}]},{"@type":"WebSite","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/#website","url":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/","name":"Civil Engineering Library","description":"Download free book of Civil Engineering","potentialAction":[{"@type":"SearchAction","target":{"@type":"EntryPoint","urlTemplate":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/?s={search_term_string}"},"query-input":"required name=search_term_string"}],"inLanguage":"en-US"},{"@type":"Person","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/#\/schema\/person\/d91ca49036e8edd25ffee9b84892511b","name":"Thomas Grant","image":{"@type":"ImageObject","inLanguage":"en-US","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/#\/schema\/person\/image\/","url":"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/b6b4c25ef7df2c247c6ee98476e2cdbe?s=96&d=wp_user_avatar&r=g","contentUrl":"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/b6b4c25ef7df2c247c6ee98476e2cdbe?s=96&d=wp_user_avatar&r=g","caption":"Thomas Grant"},"description":"Iam a civil engineer I share on this blog the news concerning construction","url":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/author\/thomas-grant\/"}]}},"jetpack_sharing_enabled":true,"jetpack_featured_media_url":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-content\/uploads\/2021\/09\/BIOMIMETICS-IN-ARCHITECTURE-ARCHITECTURE-OF-LIFE-AND-BUILDINGS.jpg","_links":{"self":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/3591"}],"collection":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts"}],"about":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/types\/post"}],"author":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/users\/3"}],"replies":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/comments?post=3591"}],"version-history":[{"count":5,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/3591\/revisions"}],"predecessor-version":[{"id":3610,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/3591\/revisions\/3610"}],"wp:featuredmedia":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media\/3592"}],"wp:attachment":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media?parent=3591"}],"wp:term":[{"taxonomy":"category","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/categories?post=3591"},{"taxonomy":"post_tag","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdf-civil-engineering.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/tags?post=3591"}],"curies":[{"name":"wp","href":"https:\/\/api.w.org\/{rel}","templated":true}]}}
